Correction Code

agr. A Agreement: noun-verb; noun-adjective, number (singular or plural)

art Article, wrong or missing

aux Auxiliary verb wrong or need aux. verb

auxk Awkward way of expressing idea

G (or) G Wrong gender

I Idiom used improperly, or needed

prep. (or) P Preposition, incorrect or missing

pron. (or) PN Pronoun, wrong or missing (subject, direct, indirect, reflexive, etc.)

PP Past participle wrong

PS Possessive, wrong or needed

rel Relative pronoun, wrong or needed

seg Word sequence wrong; also marked like this: 

SP Spelling wrong

V Verb needed

conj. (or) Vb Verb conjugated incorrectly

tense (or) Vt Verb tense wrong

WWW Wrong word or expression

A Something missing (other symbol specifies what)

?? I'm lost! What are you trying to say?

adj. Need adjective

adv. Need adverb

X Omit